The focus of this issue of *The Ecozoic Review* is on Thomas Berry’s later books. Herman Greene’s review of these books is extensive and somewhat complex. This outline may help the reader in studying this review:

The Event [of Experiencing the Time-Developmental Universe]
The Explanation [of Thomas Berry’s Functional Cosmology/New Story]
  Message to Religious Communities: It Takes a Universe
  The Covenant of the Universe
  The Going Out: The Long Period of Alienation
    *The Six Transcendences*
  *The Bible, Greek Humanism and Roman Law*
The Third Mediation: Berry’s Thought and an Expanded Interpretation
The Coming Home Again: The Ecological Age
  *The Long Secular Meditation of Science*
  *The New Scientific Cosmology*
  *The New Philosophical Cosmology: Combining Science, Philosophy, and Theology*
  *The New Functional Cosmology*
  *The New Story*
Applying the New Story
The Reform of Religion
The Reform of Law
Application of the New Story in General